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Currently, power distribution companies have several problems that are related to energy losses. For
example, the energy used might not be billed due to illegal manipulation or a breakdown in the cus-
tomer’s measurement equipment. These types of losses are called non-technical losses (NTLs), and these
losses are usually greater than the losses that are due to the distribution infrastructure (technical losses).
Traditionally, a large number of studies have used data mining to detect NTLs, but to the best of our
knowledge, there are no studies that involve the use of a Knowledge-Based System (KBS) that is created
based on the knowledge and expertise of the inspectors. In the present study, a KBS was built that is
based on the knowledge and expertise of the inspectors and that uses text mining, neural networks,
and statistical techniques for the detection of NTLs. Text mining, neural networks, and statistical tech-
niques were used to extract information from samples, and this information was translated into rules,
which were joined to the rules that were generated by the knowledge of the inspectors. This system
was tested with real samples that were extracted from Endesa databases. Endesa is one of the most
important distribution companies in Spain, and it plays an important role in international markets in
both Europe and South America, having more than 73 million customers.
1. Introduction

Losses are a serious issue facing utility distribution companies.
In power distribution companies, there are two types of losses:
technical losses and non-technical losses (NTLs).The NTLs are
caused by illegal manipulations or faults in consumer facilities,
and the amount of consumption cannot be registered by the sys-
tem, whereas technical losses are caused by physical effects (e.g.,
the Joule effect) that are due to the power distribution. The tech-
nical losses can be forecasted with a low error rate and might be
reduced by means of using better facilities. However, the reduc-
tion of NTLs is a more difficult problem because it is necessary
to detect the frauds and anomalies in the consumer facilities.
Thus, the use of data mining and computational intelligence tech-
niques for NTL detection has grown exponentially over the past
decade.

In addition, some of the new technologies are related to Smart
Grids [1]. These technologies provide new meter infrastructures
[2] and new software infrastructures [3], which increase the
information about consumers and the service that distribution
companies can offer them. One of the most popular services is
the application of enterprise information systems that are based
on cloud or distributed management [4].

The European Commission [5] defined a Smart Grid as follows:
‘‘A Smart Grid is an electricity network that can cost efficiently
integrate the behaviour and actions of all users connected to it –
generators, consumers and those that do both – to ensure econom-
ically efficient, sustainable power system with low losses and high
levels of quality and security of supply and safety’’. This definition
is also based on [6,7], but it is possible to find other references that
provide some additional information about the Smart Grid para-
digm ([8–11], etc.). The benefits that are associated with Smart
Grids include the following:

– Better integration of customer-owner power generation
systems.

– Better integration of renewable energy systems.
– More efficient transmission of electricity.
– Quicker restoration of electricity after power faults and

disturbances.
– Reduced operations and management costs for utilities.
– Reduced power costs for consumers.
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– Reduced peak demand, in turn, will decrease the electricity
rates.

– Improved security.
– Better integration of electrical vehicles.

There are several references about the advantages of Smart
Grids, and there are many initiatives that are related to Smart Grids
all over the world; it is possible to find reports that describe differ-
ent initiatives around the world (e.g., [12–14]).

The Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) provides new
technologies that improve the capabilities of the power registers,
using smart meters. The AMI is an important part of the Smart Grid
and provides a high-level control application over the power grid.
There are several studies about the utilisation of AMIs in Smart
Grids (e.g., [15–17]) to improve the power quality (e.g., [18,19])
and demand management (e.g., [20,21]).

These new technologies provide new resources for researching
and development projects, providing new software infrastructure
that is related to applications such as advanced SCADA (Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition) [22], energy management systems
[23], and demand forecasting [24], among others. All of these soft-
ware and hardware approaches are coordinated in a distributed
power grid, providing a more efficient power distribution grid.

Currently, due to the installation of smart technologies, both
modern and old facilities coexist in the same grid. The company
inspector dedicated to the detection and correction of NTLs has
the necessary knowledge to analyse the consumer information.
In addition, this new arrangement causes a change in the business
model of the distribution companies. Currently, utility distribution
companies are assuming outsourcing models. The outsourcing is
the contracting out of a business process to a third party and some-
times involves transferring employees and assets from one com-
pany to another ([25] provides a study about this business
model). These are the main reasons why the power distribution
companies and utilities in general are interested in research on
automatic methods for NTL detection and for preserving the
knowledge of the inspectors, who have a large amount of experi-
ence working at the company.

This article shows a Knowledge-Based System (KBS) that is cre-
ated using the knowledge provided by the inspectors of the distri-
bution company. This KBS increases their efficiency using
statistical techniques, text mining and neural networks. Endesa,
which is one of the most important companies of Spain, supplies
energy to approximately 73 million consumers in South America
and Europe, and it provides inspectors who possess knowledge
and test the developed system.

Traditionally, the procedure of NTL detection is performed on a
very large number of consumers (several thousand) using inspec-
tions. This procedure involves a ‘manual analysis’ of the informa-
tion that is stored in the databases of the company to determine
whether an NTL could exist. The ‘manual analysis’ is performed
by means of several query tools that are provided by the company,
and the inspectors must review and study the results of each tool
for each consumer. Although the inspectors have a large amount of
experience, this process usually takes a long time. This approach is
the main technique that the inspectors typically perform to
increase their efficiency. Simplifying this process by means of a
KBS increases the efficiency of the inspections and also facilitates
the training of new staff.

A description of the proposed KBS is given in this article. First,
the primary studies that are related to this system are reviewed.
Second, the knowledge-based development is described. Third,
the architecture of the system and its implementation are shown.
Finally, the experimental results in real cases and the conclusions
are described.
2. Bibliographical review

Most of the consulted references describe techniques that are
based on the upgrading of the distribution infrastructure and/or
the use of supervised learning techniques. The supervised tech-
niques use cases that have been previously detected to obtain
the corresponding patterns.

Aguero [26] proposed the improvement of the efficiency of the
distribution systems in reducing the technical and non-technical
losses. A utility information system that includes computational
models of feeders and advanced modelling software systems is
used. However, this system is based on the implementation of
the approach of using smart grids. In the same way, Paruchuri
and Dubey [27] proposed the use of smart metering and advanced
communication protocols to detect NTLs. Iglesias [28] proposed an
analysis of energy losses for sectors using a load balance, by means
of the consumer’s information, the distribution transformers and
several measurement points. Alves et al. [29] suggested an upgrad-
ing of the measurement equipment by means of electronic devices
such as alarm systems, connection systems, remote reconnection,
and protection of the drivers.

Nizar et al. [30] described a series of detection rules that are
based on feature selection and clustering techniques, using the con-
sumption of the consumers. Depuru et al. [31] proposed the use of
consumption patterns that are generated starting from the histori-
cal consumption of consumers, using a Support Vector Machine
(SVM), and the authors gathered data from smart meters; the con-
sumers are classified according to the pattern that they present.
Ramos et al. [32] proposed the use of an Optimum Path Forest
(OPF) clustering technique based on supervised learning; thus, a
dataset that was obtained and included fraudulent activity from a
power distribution company was used. These references are based
on the use of learning techniques using available information about
the consumption of consumers.

The consulted references use ‘data-driven methods’ based on
the automatic detection of the NTL pattern. These references do
not directly include the knowledge of the inspectors in the NTL
detection process, except in the case of the confirmation of the
results of the inspections for validation purposes.

Traditionally, Knowledge-Based Systems (KBS) are used in
power systems control [33], and they are classified into three
important components: generation, transmission, and distribution.
Mostly, this type of KBS is combined with other types of techniques.
For generation, Yang and Chang [34] proposed a diagnostic expert
system for a nuclear power plant based on the hybrid knowledge
approach called HYPOSS (hybrid knowledge-based plant operation
support system). Zhang [35] described a frequency and knowledge
tree/casualty diagram-based expert system approach for the on-
line/off-line fault diagnoses of engineering systems. Ross et al.
[36] proposed a KBS for the scheduling of an energy storage system
(ESS) that was installed in a wind-diesel isolated power system; by
decreasing the energy that is wasted through the dump load with
the use of the ESS and KBES (Knowledge-based Expert System)
controller, the required diesel generation, operation costs and emis-
sions were reduced. For transmission, Yuehui and Yihan [37] devel-
oped a knowledge- and network-based cognition model expert
system of automatic switching sequences for substation and power
plants, and this system was successfully used by a number of sub-
station and power plants in China. Picard et al. [38] proposed a
Knowledge-Based System for the structural design of high-voltage
lines, and the basic structure of the system consisted of a database
of tower configurations and associated parameters, providing the
cost per kilometer of a high-voltage transmission line. For
distribution, Kandil et al. [39] used a KBES to support the
choice of the most suitable load forecasting model for medium- and



long-term power system planning; Reddy and Sydulu [40] pro-
posed an algorithm for network reconfiguration based on a heuris-
tic-expert approach; and Abdelaziz et al. [41] developed a fuzzy
expert system for loss reduction and voltage control in radial distri-
bution systems, minimising the total system losses. There are no
references about NTL detection using KBS in power distribution
databases. However, there are different references about fraud
detection in other research areas; for example, Šubelj et al. [42]
showed an expert system for detecting automobile insurance fraud;
Hilas [43] presented an expert system for fraud detection in private
telecommunication networks; Leonard [44] proposed an expert
system to detect credit card fraud; and Leonard [45] developed a
rule-based expert system model for fraud alert in consumer credit.

Currently, most of the references are about the application of
data-driven techniques to NTL detection. There are not many arti-
cles about knowledge-driven solutions because it is unusual and
expensive that a distribution company provides access to their
inspectors. The data-driven techniques are the most used because
data and some knowledge about it are needed, and data-driven
techniques are relatively recent.

Although the proposed system has two subsystems (statistical
analysis of the consumption, text mining and neural networks)
with data-driven models, the main core and the knowledge base
are built using knowledge from inspectors. Even those subsystems
with data-driven models were inspired with the concepts and pro-
cesses described by inspectors in the knowledge acquisition
sessions.

The KBS proposed in this article was developed into Project
MIDAS. There are previous studies about project MIDAS, which
are described in [46,47]. First, in [46], the different methods
applied in the MIDAS project for NTL detection were described.
The remainder of this paper is about data mining techniques that
use information about consumption and some other characteris-
tics from contracts, and these techniques are described in
[48,49]. These references provided several data-driven models
with a different level of inspectors’ knowledge. The quantity of
information that is involved in the analysis of the consumers is
another difference between the data mining techniques and the
proposed KBS. There is a rule-based expert system described in
[46]; this RBES is described in [47] in detail. In this reference,
an expert system was combined with statistical techniques, text
mining, and neural networks to analyse information about the
consumers. This RBES is based in a series of rules that were
applied in a procedural way with some exceptions. However, in
the proposed KBS, the system requires a rule engine that is pro-
vided by COOL because the inspector’s knowledge on which the
KBS is based comes from trainers of inspectors and they provided
high quality knowledge that is more complex to implement in a
procedural system. This complexity arises because the process
increased the number of parameters and characteristics about
the consumer that are involved in the process. In addition, this
new knowledge provided rules that allowed us to detect new
types of NTLs, which the RBES (proposed in [47]) could not detect.
A description of the text mining and neural networks was pro-
posed in [50]. A new version of this system is described in this
article, improving the number of semantic categories and the
number of concepts (covering languages: Catalan, Aranese, and
Balearic). Mainly, the new version includes several additional
rules that were acquired from the inspectors of Endesa; the statis-
tical techniques, with a normalisation process for consumption,
text mining, and neural networks, include a large quantity of
new concepts from inspectors’ commentaries and comprise a
new module that translates all of the information generated by
statistical techniques, text mining, and neural networks to
instances of COOL objects.
3. Knowledge acquisition procedure

The inspectors who work at power distribution companies pos-
sess immense knowledge about the detection of NTLs. The inspec-
tors usually perform a manual analysis of a series of data on
consumers.

A typical NTL detection procedure is commonly composed of
the following steps:

1. Manual analysis of the data on the contracts of consumers.
2. Manual analysis of the consumption of the consumers

according to their characteristics.
3. Manual analysis of comments contributed by other inspec-

tors in other inspections, or if it is about a customer without
smart metering, they also review the comments of company
staff (if there are any), who pick up the information from the
measurement equipment.

4. Manual analysis of previous NTLs detected.

The analysis is conducted with larger or smaller depths depend-
ing on the available information about each consumer. This process
is performed for each consumer and takes a long time. At the same
time, the execution of this analysis improves the final efficiency of
the inspections because some inspections can be avoided.

In this article, a KBS is proposed. Knowledge from the inspectors
was used to develop the system that performs the process of the
manual analysis. Knowledge engineering was applied to gather
information. This approach included different techniques that
enable the acquisition of knowledge from inspectors.

The inspectors’ experience can usually influence the success of
acquisition processes. Sometimes, the inspectors have a high level
of experience; in this case, from the point of view of the inspectors,
the procedure can be trivial and thus, it is difficult to convey the
result because the inspectors could omit important details that
they consider trivial.

The procedures of knowledge acquisition used in this case are
as follows:

– The personal interview. This interview consists of a series of
questions that are identified with the problem domain. These
questions can be about general or specific topics. The inspectors
should be previously prepared with this technique, marking the
objectives in each session. The knowledge engineer should have
the capacity to drive the interview correctly, to avoid ambigui-
ties and loss of the objective.

– The structured interview. This technique consists of a set of
interviews that are driven by objectives. This type of question
allows the participants to synthesise their knowledge with
respect to a specific task. This technique has been demonstrated
to be more efficient than the other methods that are used in the
knowledge extraction process. However, this technique requires
a long time to prepare the session because the knowledge engi-
neer should make questions that allow the participants to dis-
cover new concepts in the problem domain, to cover the
relationships and to avoid ambiguities.

– The technique of the observation of experts. This technique con-
sists of examining the work of experts at their work site. The main
features that were accumulated through this technique were
related to the decisions and processes that the experts conducted.

– The technique of protocol analysis. This technique is very useful
in all environments; with this technique, the knowledge engi-
neer designs a possible scenario, and the expert exposes the
solution process (including queries, decisions). Thus, this pro-
cess was structured, and it allowed obtaining a performance
protocol for certain analysis scenarios.



After these interviews, a summary of the acquired knowledge
was written and sent to the inspectors for their approval. Last,
the translation and implementation of the knowledge were
developed.

In addition, each conclusion that was extracted from each inter-
view was verified with the other inspectors who were involved in
the process. In this way, several inspectors reviewed the knowl-
edge from the previously interviewed inspectors.

The inspectors who are contracted to Endesa usually train the
inspectors of the outsourced companies. The criteria for the selec-
tion of the experts or inspectors were the following:

– The inspectors must be contracted by the company.
– They must have a high level of experience with manual

analysis and inspections.
– They must have a high ratio of NTL detection.
– Endesa works in five different zones in Spain. Three of them

are small, one is of medium size, and the last is large. For
each zone, a different number of experts is selected: one
inspector is selected from each of the small zones, two
inspectors are selected from each of the medium-size zones,
and three inspectors are selected for the large zone.

Several support indexes were assigned to each inspector of
Endesa. The support index is calculated as follows:

– Career. The inspector’s career in years; if the inspector is not
contracted within the company, this value will be 0.

– Analysis_experience. The number of customers manually
analysed per year.

– Inspection_experience. The number of customers inspected
per year.

– Success_ratio. The number of customers analysed and
inspected who finally had an NTL divided by the total num-
ber of customers analysed and inspected.

– Zones. The number of zones where they have worked.

In this way, eight inspectors were selected for the knowledge
acquisition process, according to these support indexes.

The knowledge was acquired in the following manner:

– Each inspector was given a personal interview. The result of
this session was validated by the corresponding inspectors
and by the other inspectors. In total, eight personal inter-
view sessions of eight inspectors were performed.

– Each inspector was also observed in an observation session.
In total, eight observation sessions of eight inspectors were
performed.

– One inspector, who had the highest level of experience, was
interviewed in a structured interview. In total, one struc-
tured interview was performed.

– One inspector, who had the highest level of experience, was
interviewed in a session on protocol analysis. In total, one
protocol analysis session was performed.

All of these processes provided the creation of a KBS that uses
statistical techniques and text mining to supplement the knowl-
edge of the inspectors.
3.1. Personal and structured interviews

Personal and structured interviews are the main techniques
that were applied to the acquisition of knowledge from inspectors.
These techniques required a database of questions. This database
gathered approximately 600 questions about different topics of
the consumer analysis process. These questions are structured into
groups and subgroups. The main groups of questions are the
following:

– Group A. Contact information.
– Group B. Information about the work area (geographical

locations) in which the inspector usually works, namely,
the quantity of detected NTL against the quantity of manu-
ally analysed consumers.

– Group C. Information about NTL that is usually found in the
work area of the inspector.

– Group D. Information about the relationship between the
information stored in the database and the real information
that exists in the consumer facilities.

– Group E. Information about the procedures that the inspec-
tors usually perform.

– Group F. Specific questions.

In the case of the structured interviews, these questions are
related to previously identified supplies and the procedures that
identified special supplies.

A questionnaire is written for each inspector. In the case of
personal interviews, the new ideas obtained in each interview
are included in the next questionnaire for peer review. The
inspectors specified only small variations between the behaviours
of different zones. Thus, the number of questions that were added
from previous interviews decreased to one or two after the second
interview. In the case of structured interviews, the questions are
organised depending on the answers and the case selected for
the session.

3.2. Non-technical losses

Non-technical losses (NTLs) are caused by illegal manipulations
or breakdowns in the consumer’s measurement equipment, and
the consumption cannot be registered by the system. Thus,
although the energy was consumed by the consumer, it was not
registered or billed. The power distribution companies usually
identify three different types of NTLs:

– Anomalies without demonstrable energy losses. The con-
sumer’s measurement equipment might be influenced by
the anomaly. There will not be any new invoice, because
the inspector cannot demonstrate whether it will be caused
by a consumer or the company staff.

– Anomalies with energy losses. This case is the same case as
the anomalies without demonstrable energy losses, but, in
this case, the inspector can estimate the quantity of energy
that was not registered by the power register. It is possible
to open a proceeding to return to normal the consumer’s
measurement equipment.

– Frauds. Fraud is the illegal manipulation of measurement
equipment for the purpose of avoiding the appropriate
amount of consumption registration in the power register.
In this case, the inspectors open a proceeding against the
consumer. Then, the consumer can negotiate with the
inspectors to determine the disciplinary action by means
of a fine.

The energy that is consumed, billed and not paid for is an
administrative problem. This is not considered to be an NTL in
the distribution companies, because the energy consumption is
registered by the system. In Spain, the power sector was split up
into commercialisation and distribution because of a 2009 law
about the liberalisation of the power supply services. Thus, the
commercialisation company is responsible for this administrative



Fig. 1. Chart of the functional structure of KBS.
problem. However, these cases are automatically controlled in the
commercialisation companies. If it is needed, a work order is auto-
matically sent to the distribution company to perform a power cut-
off in the consumer supply.

In addition, the application of these new technologies provides
some advantages that allow us to reduce the non-technical losses.
However, in the NTL detection area, new types of NTLs will appear
that are related to communication anomalies, faults, or frauds. In
fact, the main difference between smart meters and traditional
meters is the measurement capability. Usually the problems that
are related to telecommunication in the smart meter are treated
as an anomaly without demonstrable energy losses.

The consumers that are involved with low voltage usually have
traditional meters. They usually have monthly or bimonthly meter
readings, and sometimes these one are estimated because the
power register is inside the building and it is not possible to take
a reading. The analysis (both manual analysis and KBS analysis)
is influenced by these problems, and in some cases, it is not possi-
ble to make a decision about the existence of an NTL at the con-
sumer site.

4. Knowledge-Based System (KBS)

The KBS has been implemented using IBM Modeler and CLIPS (C
Language-Integrated Production System) or COOL (CLIPS Object
Oriented Language). The IBM SPSS Modeler is a software used for
data mining processes; it provides several tools for treating differ-
ent information types and several methods that are used for infer-
ence knowledge. Initially, this software system was named SPSS
Clementine, but the name was changed to IBM SPSS Modeler when
IBM bought SPSS. CLIPS is a software system that is used to create
and run rule-based expert systems.

The analysis procedure was identified according to the process
of acquisition, and the NTL detection rules were identified. The
manual analysis requires very broad knowledge about company
tools and power consumption. However, the expert systems usu-
ally have a restricted application domain. Nevertheless, the use
of additional techniques allows an enlargement of this domain that
the system can attain, and in turn, a new Knowledge-Based System
with more capabilities is achieved.

The functional structure of the proposed KBS is shown in Fig. 1.
The IBM SPSS Modeler and COOL systems are simultaneously per-
formed; in this way, the system, when in a normal workflow, is
preprocessing and analysed simultaneously.

4.1. Preprocessing

The databases of the power distribution companies have a large
quantity of information that is not necessary for the analysis. There
are between 500 Kb and several Mb per consumer. Thus, for
100,000 consumers, the information can be approximately 20 Gb
to 50 Gb. This information is grouped in tables that have 3–90 col-
umns. Each table stores information about different topics that are
related to the consumers, including contract, consumption, and
installation characteristics. This arrangement is one of the main
reasons behind having a preprocessing step. The preprocessing
step mainly involves the following operations:

– Checking the coherence of the information.
– Calculation of the different indicators that are used in the

analysis.
– Normalisation of some of the variables.
– Discretisation of some of the variables.
– Translation of the information to instances of the COOL

classes.
The Sample of Analysis is usually formed from different
sources. These sources are, for example, the databases of the
different management systems, the text files, and excel (.xls)
files.

The translation of information is made by means of instances of
the COOL classes. These classes represent different aspects of the
power distribution. The class diagram, which is shown in Fig. 2,
shows the relations among the different COOL classes. If one class
is connected to another, then there are one or more attributes in
common; this relation is called inheritance. For example, the
POWER class (Fig. 2) inherited the attributes and methods of the
UTILITY class. This capability is one of the most important proper-
ties of object oriented programming.

In the class diagram, several types of classes are shown:

– Classes that represent different scopes of utility (Common,
Gas, Power, Consumption, and Distribution classes in
Fig. 2). All of these are abstract classes.

– Classes that represent the equipment of the grid (Connec-
tion, TC, GCP, and Country-Property classes in Fig. 2). All
of these are inherited from the Distribution class.

– Classes that represent the entities for consumption man-
agement (Contract, Supply, His-Measures, Client, Account,
Contacts, His-Measure-Equip, Claims, Measure-Fault,
Measure-Fault-Comment, and Claims-Comment classes in
Fig. 2).



Fig. 2. Class diagram used to represent the entities in COOL.
– Classes that represent operations over the grid and con-
sumer installations (Proceeding, Warm, His-Work-Order,
His-Anomalies, Proceeding-Comment, Anomaly-Comment,
Actions-Work-Order, Work-Order-Comment, and Warm-
Comment classes in Fig. 2).

The translation process generates source code for the instances
that are necessary to represent all of the information about the
consumers. This information is used by rules when the analysis
is performed in the COOL environment.

4.2. Statistical analysis of the consumption

In the manual analysis process, the inspectors conduct evalua-
tions to determine whether the consumption of the client is cor-
rect. The interviews showed that the inspectors kept in mind the
contracted power, the geographical location, the economic activity
and the season. This procedure cannot be easily described by the
inspectors. The statistical analysis module attempts to imitate this
process. The statistical analysis establishes the ‘normal’ pattern of
client consumption according to the contracted power, the geo-
graphical location, the economic activity and the measurement
date. These patterns were built with consumers who did not have
NTLs. The clients who did not have NTLs are considered as ‘normal’
consumption patterns. The ‘normal’ pattern of consumption is
defined with basic statistical indicators, including the maximum,
minimum, average, and statistical deviation, according to the
parameters that were previously mentioned. If a consumer fits into
any of these patterns, this consumer will most likely not have an
NTL.

The construction of these patterns are conducted with the fol-
lowing steps, which are shown in the flow diagram of Fig. 3. As
shown in the diagram, the main indicators are the average, maxi-
mum, minimum, and typical deviation of the consumption, but they
are calculated in several groups that correspond to the economic
activity, geographical location, billing period, time discrimination



band, and time (monthly, annual, seasonal, and absolute). The sta-
tistical indicators are applied over normalised consumptions.

These patterns are modelled and generated with all of the infor-
mation that is available about the consumers. The generated pat-
terns are used in the analysis, and in turn, the patterns are
updated by the KBS as a final step of each analysis. The larger
the number of consumers that are analysed in the final step of
the analysis, the more meaningful the statistical feedback will be.
This process is initially conducted by IBM SPSS Modeler, but the
updating process is conducted with rules that are implemented
in COOL.

All of this information is translated to COOL instance objects,
which will be used in the analysis as a part of the rules. The follow-
ing COOL example shows the statistics of the monthly consump-
tion of all of the customers in the sixth month or June (the
consumption slot contains several numbers: the maximum, mini-
mum, average, and standard deviation):

([gen19317] of ST-MONTHLY
(consumption 109376.0 1885.793 21530.0 4290.398)
(dt-study [EC-2-5-2011])
(measurement-period ‘‘MONTHLY’’)
(month 6)

)

[gen19317] is a random identifier for this instance of ST-MONTHLY,
Fig. 3. Flow diagram of the statistical analysis of the consumption.
and the dt-study slot is the date of the last update that provides the
results shown in the consumption slot.

4.3. Text mining and neural networks

In the manual analysis, the inspectors review the previous com-
ments that are reported by other company inspectors or staff. This
approach is the best format with which to determine the informa-
tion about the consumer facilities and is one of the most important
steps in the manual analysis. Text mining allows us to analyse the
unstructured information (or text), providing rules for its analysis.

Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques are used to ana-
lyse unstructured information, which can obtain a set of concepts
[51]. The concepts represent words or groups of words that repre-
sent an idea or action. The concepts were extracted from the
inspectors’ commentaries. This process produced several million
concepts and provided additional information about the frequency
and percentage of appearance. This process is implemented and
performed in SPSS Modeler. The NLP process is composed of four
engines:

– String matching engine. This engine is based on fuzzy logic and
uses synonym dictionaries. A fuzzy ratio is added to each word
to identify similar words and errors. The error correction can be
applied according to the lengths of the words.

– Syntactic engine. This engine assigns a function to each word,
according to its position and the previous and following words.

– Concept engine. This engine generates several concepts; the
words with the same syntactic function and meaning in the
same sentence are grouped into the same concept.

– Semantic engine. This engine assigns a semantic function to
each concept. The different semantic categories are defined
according to the inspectors’ knowledge.

The different languages were extracted by means of synonym
dictionaries; these dictionaries allowed the inclusion of different
languages in the extraction process. The extraction process
involves the application of fuzzy techniques for string matching
and the correction of errors.

After the extraction step, each concept was classified into a
semantic category. The semantic category describes the purpose
or objective of the concept, which is related to the NTL detections.
There are several semantic categories. They are as follows:

– CLOSED. Concepts that identify consumers whose supplies are
closed, uninhabited, on a holiday, demolished, and so on.

– CORRECT. Concepts that identify consumers whose consumer
installations are correct or without NTLs, based on previous
inspections.

– INCORRECT. Concepts that identify consumers whose consumer
installation could have an NTL. These concepts are determined
by inspectors and by the process described next.

– CB. Concepts that determine the existence of a capacitor bank.
– LOCATION. Concepts that identify consumer contact

information.
– LOW CONSUMPTION. Concepts that identify consumers who

traditionally have a low or very low consumption. Some con-
cepts included consumers with economic activity who only
have consumption in pseudo-random time periods, according
to the external variables.

Overall, 99 additional semantic categories identify the informa-
tion about the real economic activity of the consumers. These
semantic categories are used to identify the possible mistakes in
the original consumer information.

In addition, the information about the statistical analysis of the
consumption was added to each concept to create a concepts dic-
tionary that has associated characteristics. This dictionary is a
multi-word relevant expression dictionary.

In this dictionary, 1% of the most frequent concepts (roughly
200,000) were manually classified into these categories, according



Table 1
The final classification summary of concepts or multi-word relevant expression
dictionary.

Sample description Number of
customers

Percentage

Initial Sample (economic activity related
with general services)

52,098 100

Misinformation customers 2084 4
Analysed sample 50,014 96
Consumers selected by KBES with NTL 5136 9.9
Consumers selected by KBES for inspection 2403 4.6
Consumers finally sent to inspectors 136 0.26
to the information obtained in the knowledge acquisition sessions.
In addition, 23% of the remaining concepts were dates, numbers,
and names, which can be used as additional information according
to the context of the inspectors’ commentaries.

The set of the most frequent concepts was used as a training set
in a neural network. The neural network was trained by means of
the multiple method. This method generated multiple networks
that were simultaneously trained. Thus, this method initialised
each network, and all of the networks were simultaneously
trained. When a stopping criterion is met for all of the networks,
the network with the highest accuracy is selected to be the final
model. All of the neural networks had the same size at the begin-
ning, with the same number of neurons in the input layer and first
hidden layer. When the network is trained, the number of neurons
in the hidden layers increases according to the value of the Softmax
function. The Softmax function is equivalent to a multinominal
logistic transformation, which gives a probabilistic interpretation
to the confidence values. The trained neural network has two hid-
den layers, and its structure is 22-28-26-4, due to the quantity of
inputs. The first and last layers are the input and output layers,
respectively. There are four output binary variables, which repre-
sent each of the semantic categories: closed_output (if it is the
winner neuron, the concept is classified into the CLOSED semantic
category), correct_output (CORRECT), incorrect_output (INCOR-
RECT) and low_consumption_output (LOW CONSUMPTION). This
ANN is used only to classify the different extracted concepts into
a semantic category; it is not used during the analysis process.
The ANN is used only in the analysis process when a new concept,
which is not previously in the dictionary, appears. The generated
dictionary is translated into COOL instance objects. The validation
process was performed with 30% of the sample; additionally, the
results were validated in the analysis process. It is not possible to
check all of the concepts because such a check would require
examining all of the consumers from the company databases.
The new dictionary was tested on a well-known sample. The appli-
cation of proposed neural network produced successful classifica-
tion in approximately 27% of the extracted concepts. Thus, 49% of
the extracted concepts was in the UNKNOWN semantic category,
and they were discarded during the analysis process; however,
the information about the frequency is updated in the dictionary
at the end of the analysis process. The final classification summary
is shown in Table 1.

The translation to COOL is performed by using objects that
define the expression that is used to analyse the corresponding
comment. The generated expressions are used in fixed rules that
are always applied in the same way. Thus, the information is
upgraded (using the previously described neural network) only
on the new concepts, but the rules are always the same.

The description of this process is shown in the flow diagram of
Fig. 4. This process is accomplished by means of engines that are
implemented in SPSS Modeler, but it could also be performed by
means of IBM Text Analytics because the results can be included
in a stream of IBM SPSS Modeler.

These rules have different objectives:

– Gathering information about the consumer (the existence of
battery of condensers, for example). In this case, the inspectors’
commentaries contain one or more concepts that could be clas-
sified into the CB or LOCATION semantic category, or the
extracted concept represents a telephone number or a contact
name.

– Checking whether there has been some change in the economic
activity. In this case, the inspectors’ commentaries contain one
or more concepts that could be classified into one or more of the
99 semantic categories about the economic activity, and usually
the most recent one is selected.
– Characterisation of the consumption of the consumer. In this
case, the inspectors’ commentaries contain one or more con-
cepts that can be classified into one or more of these semantic
categories: CORRECT, INCORRECT, LOW CONSUMPTION or
CLOSED.

4.4. Detection rules

The developed KBS uses the rules that have been implemented
according to the knowledge of the inspectors and the rules that
were generated by the methods of statistical analysis and text min-
ing, which classify the consumers into different categories; a final
conclusion is drawn as to whether the consumer has been
inspected or not.

The KBS is composed of 177 rules, which can be classified
according to their purpose or objective into the following groups:

– 134 rules correspond to rules that are based on the knowledge
of the inspectors. These rules are guided to inference different
consumers’ characteristics and to detect the different types of
NTLs that can be identified from the data of the Endesa dat-
abases. There are mainly three types of problems: contract
problems, measurement equipment problems and consumption
problems. Contract problems can be solved without inspection
(they are usually solved by a customer phone call). Measure-
ment equipment problems are produced by inconsistencies in
the information about the measurement equipment. Inspectors’
commentaries may also suggest any type of problem. Consump-
tion problems are typical problems that are related to the
anomalous consumption of the client. All of these problems
can identify or mask a possible NTL. For example, the following
rule mainly checks whether the reactive energy consumption is
higher than the active energy consumption. In addition, it
checks whether the customer consumption is non-seasonal
and whether the information about the measurement equip-
ment is correct:

RULE NAME: reactive-higher-than-active
If (consumer has not seasonal consumption) and (consumer has at
least the last three cycles of lectures with reactive energy greater
than or equal to active energy) then inspection = YES and the acti-
vation of the rule is registered in the consumer analysis record
endif

– 16 rules that are used to implement the revision on the com-
ments of the inspectors (using knowledge that is generated by
text mining). The objective of these rules is to interpret the
knowledge about the consumer facilities according to the infor-
mation that is stored in the databases. These rules use the infor-
mation that is generated by text mining and the neural network
module (previously described, in Section 4.3), which is trans-
lated into COOL object instances. In this way, the rules will



Fig. 4. The flow diagram that classifies the commentaries of the inspectors, which uses text mining and neural networks.
always be the same, but the information on text mining and neu-
ral networks can be updated. The following example is a rule
that extracts information from commentaries on the historical
information about the anomalies. This information could char-
acterise the client consumption or provide new information.

RULE NAME: comment-h-anomaly
If in the commentaries of anomalies of each consumer (there are
any identified economic activity and it is different from the eco-
nomic activity specified in the contract and it is not previously
identified) or (there are any classified concept on a known seman-
tic category and it is not previously identified) then the economic
activity or the semantic category identified is added to the con-
sumer analysis record, a date is associated to it and the activation
of the rule is added to the consumer analysis record endif

– 2 rules that are based on the use of the knowledge generated by
the statistical analysis techniques. These rules are used to check
whether the client consumption matches with the normal con-
sumption pattern. These rules use the information that is gener-
ated by the statistical analysis module (previously described, in
Section 4.2) that is translated into COOL object instances; in this
way, the rules will always be the same, but the information on
the statistical analysis can be updated.

– 20 rules that are used to preprocess the information. These rules
check the information about the consumers and their installa-
tion, checking the consistency of the information.

– 4 rules that are used to debug the analysis process.
– 1 rule that is used to create the report on the analysis. This rule

creates one report (plain-text format) that contains the follow-
ing for each consumer: identification of the client, fired rules
that identify an NTL, fired rules that discard the client, and
the analysis results. This report is used by the IBM SPSS Modeler
to make a new report that has graphical information, including
the client consumption, contract characteristics, and the identi-
fication and location of the supply. This report is in HTML for-
mat. The final report shows several graphics about the
consumption and readings. These graphics are shown in Figs.
5–7. This information is shown according to the inspectors’
needs. It provides a quicker view of the status of the client facil-
ities. An example of the report is shown in Fig. 8. This report
was translated into English, but the translation is difficult to
use because the Endesa staff wrote using informal language
and they use imperative phrases and many abbreviations.

Each of these rules was verified and validated according to the
knowledge of the inspectors. The rules were additionally validated
using a well-known sample of consumers. In turn, the results
shown in this article (next section) involved the validation step
with real cases.

5. Experimental results

After performing all of the necessary tests to validate and verify
the KBS, this KBS has been applied to a sample of 52,098 consum-
ers in Catalonia (northwest of Spain) and corresponds to consum-
ers who have economic activities or businesses that are related to
the service economic sector. In this sample, the KBS did not classify
2084 consumers due to erroneous information. Thus, the final ana-
lysed and classified sample is composed of 50,014 consumers. A
summary of this initial selection is shown in Table 2.

After the analysis process, the KBS selected approximately 10%
of the supplies to be analysed. Overall, 5136 consumers were
selected because they have different types of problems, but in fact,
2403 consumers needed only an inspection to confirm whether an
NTL exists because the remaining consumers had problems that
could be solved without an inspection.

The distribution company required the samples to not be very
large, which enabled the management of the results and reduced
the cost of the operations. In this way, 136 consumers were
selected for inspection according to the number of rules that
selected the consumers for inspection.

The inspectors of the distribution company inspected the set of
136 consumers. Finally, they performed 116 inspections. The
remaining set of 20 consumers had failed visits because it was
not possible to locate those consumers.



Fig. 6. Chart of energy per time discrimination bands over the past three years.

Fig. 5. Chart of energy active and reactive consumption over the past three years.
In the set of performed inspections (116 consumers), it is possi-
ble to highlight the following results (a summary of these results is
shown in Fig. 9):

– 73 consumers did not present any NTL.
– 4 consumers were correct but had a different economic activity

or business. There are several rules that apply different condi-
tions according to the economic activity of the consumer; if this
information is uninformed or mis-specified and there is no
additional information in the inspectors’ commentaries, then
the result of the rule is not valid.

– 20 consumers who had anomalies but did not have demonstra-
ble energy losses.

– 7 consumers who had anomalies with energy losses.
– 10 consumers with fraudulent activity and/or results.
– 2 consumers who withdrew from the supply. Usually, these
consumers exhibit lower consumption.

A summary of these results is shown in Table 3.
In fact, there are 73 consumers who had correct consumption

and 37 consumers who had NTLs (or situations that could mask
an NTL). In this way, the success of the analysis was 33.6%; if the
analysis is compared to all of the consumers, the success of the
analysis would be 31.9%. The traditional methods of NTL detection
in distribution companies have a success rate of approximately
10%.

The proposed KBS provides additional advantages that are
related to the time taken for the analysis process. One inspector
usually needs between 5 and 30 minutes to analyse all of the data
of the consumer manually to determine whether there is an NTL.



Fig. 7. Chart of lectures over the past three years.

Fig. 8. Translated report example.

Table 2
Summary of the initial sample.

Sample description Number of
customers

Percentage

Inspections carried out 116 100
Consumers who did not present any NTL 73 62.9
Consumers who are correct, but had different

economic activity or business
4 3.4

Consumers with anomalies but without
demonstrable energy losses

20 17.3

Consumers with anomalies and energy losses 7 6
Consumers with frauds 10 8.7
Consumers who withdraw the supply 2 1.7
The proposed KBS decreased the time that is taken to analyse the
consumers. It is difficult to establish the time for the analysis
because the system works in terms of two different types of
software. When the system is working in IBM SPSS Modeler, the
running of the analysis is faster because the software was designed
to work with a large quantity of data (records), but in the case of
CLIPS (and COOL), there are several memory restrictions, and it is
necessary to use CLIPS environments. However, the analysis of
50,014 consumers was performed in 81 hours; thus, approximately
6 seconds was used for each consumer. If a person must perform
this analysis without KBS help, it would take between 4167.8 to
25,007 hours/person; in this way, if one person must analyse
50,014 customers and must work for 8 hours per day, then this
person would require from 2 to 12.4 years.

These tests were performed on a computer with Intel Core I5
650 (3.2 GHz S1156 4 MB), and 16 GB (DDR3 PC3-8500
1333 MHz) RAM was used to perform the analysis processes. This
process can be simultaneously performed using several computers,
and the time analysis can be reduced to less than 24 hours by using
4 computers.



Fig. 9. Summary of the results.

Table 3
Summary of the selected sample.

Description Percentage of
classified concepts

The most frequent concepts which were manually
classified

1

Remaining concepts: dates, numbers, and names 23
Extracted concepts which were automatically

classified using the neural network
27

Extracted concepts automatically which were
classified into UNKNOWN semantic category

49
6. Conclusions

The proposed KBS is composed of several sub-systems that pro-
vide additional knowledge about the customer. First, this KBS has
177 rules that represent the main knowledge base. Second, several
statistical indicators are calculated using the information about
customers with correct consumption. Third, a technique that is
based on text mining and neural networks is applied to provide
more information using the inspectors’ commentaries. Finally, a
report module is provided to show the information for the inspec-
tion process.

The proposed KBS can be used by any type of user and does not
necessarily require advanced knowledge. Similarly, the system can
be used as an educational tool because the KBS provides reports
that explain the analysis results.

In addition, the time that is taken to analyse the consumers is
highly reduced if it is compared with the time that is taken by
the inspectors in the manual analysis. The proposed solution could
also be produced using several computers, and the analysis process
would be faster with the same human resources. The proposed KBS
is in the test stage in Endesa, and this version has been used since
the beginning of 2014.

Finally, the developed KBS has a success rate of 33.6%. This rate
is higher than the rate obtained by using the traditional techniques
of power distribution companies. Traditionally, the power distribu-
tion companies use a large number of consumers, who are selected
by means of a series of conditions and who are defined by the com-
pany; they have a success rate of approximately 10%.

The KBS uses the results of the analysis and inspections to pro-
vide feedback for subsequent analysis; in this way, the customers
whose measurements were correct in this sample will be selected
only if the consumption trend is different or has changed.
7. Future research directions

Currently, we are working on the implementation and testing of
new rules that have been acquired in inspectors’ interviews, and a
new version is expected at the beginning of 2015.

In addition, we are increasing the efficiency of the analysis, and
we could extend this analysis to other utilities, such as gas and
water distribution; additionally, this analysis is to be tested with
new smart meters and smart grid infrastructures, which provide
additional information about consumers.

In future research that is related to this system, we could con-
sider other technologies that are related to text mining, case-based
reasoning (CBR), and association rules.
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